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主講人：蔡亞倫教授 (國立中興大學應用數學系) 

講  題：Three points of view in solving polynomial systems 

時  間：108 年 12 月 17 日(星期二) 下午 13:20 –14:20 

Abstract 
In this talk, I will first describe briefly my backgrounds about how to encounter such a fascinating topic of 
solving polynomial systems. Three different tools, Sylvester resultants, Wu’s method, and Groebner bases 
will be introduced as different viewpoints in solving polynomial systems. Some applications to point vortex 
problems and N-body problems will be prevented. 

 

主講人：Prof. Li Wang (University of Texas at Arlington, USA.) 

講  題：Probabilistic Structure Learning for EEG/MEG Source Imaging  

with Hierarchical Graph Prior 

時  間：108 年 12 月 17 日(星期二) 下午 14:20 –15:20 

Abstract 
Brain source imaging is an important method for noninvasively characterizing brain activity using Electroencephalogram (EEG) 

or Magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings. Traditional EEG/MEG Source Imaging (ESI) methods usually assume that either 

source activities at different time points are unrelated, or that similar spatiotemporal patterns exist across an entire study period. 

The former assumption makes ESI analyses sensitive to noise, while the latter renders ESI analyses unable to account for 

time-varying patterns of activity. To effectively deal with noise while maintaining flexibility and continuity among brain 

activation patterns, we propose a novel probabilistic ESI model based on a hierarchical graph prior. In our method, a spanning tree 

constraint is imposed to ensure that activity patterns have spatiotemporal continuity. An efficient algorithm based on alternating 

convex search is presented to solve the proposed model and is provably convergent. Comprehensive numerical studies using 

synthetic data on a real brain model are conducted under different levels of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from both sensor and 

source spaces. We also examine the EEG/MEG data from two real applications, in which our ESI reconstructions are 

neurologically plausible. All results demonstrate significant improvements of the proposed algorithm over the benchmark methods 

in terms of source localization performance, especially at high noise levels. 

地  點：(光復校區) 科學一館 223 室 
茶  會：當天下午 14:10 (科學一館 205 室) 

 

敬請公告  歡迎參加 

應用數學系 啟 


